WHO ARE WE?
Belgrade Photo Month is a non-profit organization founded in Belgrade in order to promote the art of
photography, consisting of:

David Pujado

Stefana Bjelogrlić

Snežana Krstić

Festival Director

PR

Festival Coordinator

Nenad Vilimanović

Marina Ćetković

Marija Gray

Web Designer

Creative Director - Advertising

Graphic Designer

REALIZATION
The latest and 4th edition of the Belgrade Photo Month took place in April 2019, with the closing exhibition
in September in the Filmska galerija of the Belgrade Cultural Centre, that being of the Grisart photography
school. Throughout the duration of the festival, Belgrade Photo Month received 30,000 visitors.

PURPOSE OF THE PROJECT
Our fight for photography is a crusade that won’t end soon. Photography is becoming more popular every
day and because of this we have to be more aware of it than never. Photographs and photographers have
their owns rights and in this massive tsunami of images easily got lost.
Photography like other art disciplines, yes we are a discipline, is a very important tool that gives someone
the capacity to express him/herself; to communicate in the most beautiful way as poetry can do; to present
reality like cinema is able to do or better than the most hyper realistic painting is able; to create incredible
conceptual works or the most dreamlike surrealism, but not only this, photography is the tool most used to
show what is happening in our world, to report on a lot of disgusting things.
Through our photography event, we are trying to bring the value of photography to everyone, to open their
interest to it and also to open their eyes and minds to those who already are working with a camera, with the
many different proposals that we are bringing in every edition to Belgrade. We invite everybody to listen,
share and work with the photography experts who are locals and foreigners, experts with many things and
wishes to share.
In every edition we collaborate with more organizations. In 2019, this was the Fakultet za medije i komunikacije
from Belgrade , the Akademija Umetnosti from Belgrade and from Novi Sad and the Grisart Photography
School from Barcelona. This also included international Institutions such as Embassies, the Belgrade Culture
Center but also with different Festivals from around the world.
In 2019 we will continue to work in two directions. First, to show the exhibitions we have produced in the
best possible Serbian locations. Second, to build strong relations with different festivals, our goal being to
export our Serbian Photography Artists.
And now our jubilee, the 5th edition is on the horizon.

BELGRADE PHOTO MONTH 2019
The forth Belgrade Photo Month was organized from 23th March to 25th April.
The program of the Festival was presented in 34 locations, and included:
• 50 photo and photo books exhibitions
• 4 workshops
• 10 book presentations
• 27 talks and guided visits
The Belgrade Photo Month opening took place with our New Talents 2019 in the gallery of UK Stari Grad.
This exhibition became our traditional way of opening the Festival, serving as an opportunity to bring the
local audience closer to one part of the world photography scene composed of young photographers
under the age of 25. The exhibition is organized in the form of competition, and each year, the finalists
and the winner are selected and announced by a jury panel. This year the exhibition included the best four
projects and we had the pleasure to have our winner, Debbie Schone from the Netherlands and the third
prize winner, Nikita Svertilov from Russia, at the ceremony and at other events of the Festival. As usual, with
the support by Nikon Serbia and in this case also the Embassy of Netherland in Serbia.
For our guest Festival, and because the photo books are one of our main focus, we invited the Self Publish
Riga Festival, with Evita Goze curating the exhibition at the Dom Kulture Studentski Grad, from 2019 the
permanent host for our photobook exhibitions... also with the photobooks and with the support by the
Instituto Camoes we had Claudio Garrudo presenting the ph. Series, a new collection of books about the
best Portuguese photographers.
We produced a good representation of Serbian and also foreign photographers.
Regarding our locals, from the new generation there was the crazy exhibition by Aleksa Vitorovic in Dom
Omladine Beograda and the Impressionist photographic exhibition by Mitar Mitrovic in the KC Grad, also
the new wave of Music photographers with Anastacija asja Zec, Jovana Milovanovic and Milica Cvetkovic.
Djordje Odanovic with his always experimental work in the Artget Gallery, portraits by Vukasin Danilovic,
and for the first time after first edition we had Tomislac Peternek’s work, with Igor Mandic and Goran Kukic
in Dorçol Platz. In the magnificient Jugoslovenska Kinoteka was the Retrospective photography work of
Dusan D. Arandjelovic curated but his nephew Sinisa Vlajkovic. Dusica Popovic curated an archive of erotic
photography in the X Vitamin gallery and keeping with tradition, we had the exhibition for the Anniversary
of Radio Beograd 202 curated by Ruzica Vrhovac and the exhibition result of annual contest by Refoto
Magazine... with the award ceremony.

Regarding the foreign Artists, we started with the fantastic retrospective by Helga Paris at the Goethe
Institut in the Kuca Legata and an exhibition by Laurent Baheux who filled up all the Institut Français
windows with his lions and other incredible animal portraits. With the support of the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs of Spain we had the exhibition of the popular project of Joan Alvado Cuban Muslims, topical faith
in the Galerija Про3ор, and he also gave a class in one of our prestigious private schools. There was also
an exhibition by Garcia de Marina in the Instituto Cervantes. Szilvia Mucsy, the Director of Budapest Photo
Festival showed her very personal work in the Бартcелона gallery with the support of the Hungaricum
College. We had Julie Glassberg, a young French photographer, with her Bike Killers photobook which has
been shortlisted in many different Festivals and we presented her book and also a very good exhibition
of her work in the Alternative umetnički prostor “Kvaka 22”. RRRDiaz came from Paris to Бартcелона
gallery to present his Polaroid work, giving at same time several workshops, with the support of Polaroid
Originals. The Austrijiski Kulturni Forum was part of the festival with two exhibitions: Europastrasse by Otto
Hainzl in Galerija Про3ор and Verena Andrea Prenner with Бартcелона pop up in The Radisson Collection
Hotel. In the hotel lobby, we exhibited the architecture photos by Catalin Marin, with the support of the
Romanian Embassy in Serbia. Susanne Junker from Germany but based in France came to present her
incredible project XXI Century Woman and after the opening we organized a talk with Marija Jovanovic in
collaboration with Cedra Belgrade. This talk is already online on our Youtube channel. One of the greatest
surprises was the work of the Lebanese photographer Tareck Raffoul, almost the last project to join the
Festival but one of the best. The last two projects that we will mention and that are a part of our tradition
too are... the Embassy of Mexico gave us the opportunity to see around 100 photographs of the personal
moments shared by Frida Kahlo and Diego Rivera, in the incredible classic space of the Ruski Dom and
again, in the Swiss Ambassador Residence we had a revolutionary exhibition by Olivia Heussler where she
presented her books and also gave several talks, one in the Fakultet za medije i komunikacije
In 2019 we collaborated with Krakow Fashion Week and our two representatives were in Krakow during the
festival opening. Lensculture, Polaroid Originals and Nikon were the partners of our Festival.

PROMO MATERIAL

Roll up 85*200cm

Badges – 600 pcs
Diplomas 21*29,7cm – 4 pcs
Volunteer certificate 21*29,7cm – 10 pcs

Bag – 300 pcs

Billboard 4*3m – 5 pcs
Map with programme 21*29,7cm – 1.000 pcs

Book – 300 pcs

BPM 2019
EXHIBITION
SPACES
ART FOR ALL GALERIJA • ARTGET GALERIJA • БАРТCЕЛОНА GALLERY • BIBLIOTEKA GRADA
BEOGRADA • COLLEGIUM HUNGARICUM • ATELJE I GALERIJA ČUBRILO MILENIJUMSKA
KULA NA GARDOŠU • DOM KULTURE STUDENTSKI GRAD • DOM OMLADINE BEOGRADA
• ДОРЋОЛ PLATZ • FILMSKA GALERIJA • KC GRAD • INSTITUT FRANCAIS DE SERBIE •
INSTITUTO CERVANTES DE BELGRADO • JUGOSLOVENSKA KINOTEKA • GALERIJA „KARST” •
KUĆA LEGATA • ALTERNATIVNI UMETNIČKI PROSTOR „KVAKA 22“ • LAUFER ART • KULTURNI
CENTAR MAGACIN • MALABAR • NAVIGATOR ART GALLERY • OSTAVINSKA GALERIJA
• PAPERGIRL GALLERY HUB • GALERIJA ПРО3ОР • RADISSON COLLECTION HOTEL, OLD
MILL BELGRADE • RESIDENCE OF THE SWISS AMBASSADOR • RUSKI DOM, RUSKI CENTAR
ZA NAUKU I KULTURU U SRBIJI • UMETNIČKA GALERIJA STARA KAPETANIJA • USTANOVA
KULTURE GRADSKE OPŠTINE STARI GRAD • RESTORAN ТРИ • UŠĆE SHOPPING CENTER
• X VITAMIN • ŽELEZNIČKI MUZEJ U BEOGRADU • ZOOM ART CAFE & PHOTO STUDIO

PRESS

BELGRADE PHOTO MONTH:

Generacije koje
menjaju svet

Naš zadatak je promocija mladih
fotografa, naše oruđe je konkurs „Novi
talenti“, naš uspeh je ova izložba

Počeo je Beogradski mesec
fotografije, koji će trajati do 25. aprila

Prvo mesto na konkursu „Novi talenti 2019“ osvojila je Debbie Schoone (rođena 1994. godine) iz Holandije. Debbie je
dizajner vizuelnih sadržaja čiji rad istražuje uticaj čoveka na naše okruženje i životnu sredinu. Njen rad je bio prikazan u NRC

Magazine, Vork Magazine, i na festivalu
Dutch Design Week.
Drugo mesto pripalo je Sebastianu
Wellsu (rođenom 1996. godine) iz Nemačke; Sebastian je razvio individualni
dokumentaristički stil, fokusirajući se na
globalne društvene teme koje se tiču vlasti i moći, načina sprovođenja vlasti, ali na
kraju krajeva i humanosti. „Utopija“, njegov
poslednji projekat koji je još u toku, bavi

Zahvalnost
U ime organizacije BPM zahvaljujemo sponzorima koji su prepoznali
našu misiju i podržali nas ove godine u ostvarenju ove manifestacije:
BDK Advokati, ministarstvo kulture, EUNIC, Nikon, Radovanović, BG
Elite foto, Smokvica, Crystal code
apartments, ambasada Kraljevine
Holandije u Beogradu, Nedeljnik,
Refoto, GRAIN Magazine, Alma Quatro. Želimo da zahvalimo lokalnim
i nacionalnim institucijama, galerijama i ambasadama sa kojima blisko sarađujemo tokom festivala.

se izbegličkim kampovima i proveo ga je
kroz sedam zemalja Afrike, Bliskog istoka i
Evrope. Sebastian se 2019. godine pridružio fotografskoj agenciji OSTKREUZ.
Treće mesto konkursa „Novi talenti
2019“ pripalo je dokumentarnom fotografu Nikiti Svertilovu, rođenom 1995.
u Moskvi. Autor ispituje tabue od vremena
SSSR-a kao što su seks i seks-igračke i analizira seksualnost moderne ruske osobe.
Tema projekta: Zašto i dalje postoje
igračke koje ljudi sami prave – da li je to
strah od stigme ili želja za posedovanjem
unikatno rađenog dilda?
U okviru otvaranja festivala, predstavili
smo i fotografije sa našeg Instagram konkursa, gde smo imali preko 1000 prijavljenih u okviru online globalne zajednice fotografa.
Instagram konkurs je posvećen globalnoj online zajednici koja gaji ljubav prema
fotografiji. Ove godine Instagram konkurs
sa temom „Senke“ dostigao je 1100 prijavljenih. Članovi tima i dragi saradnici festivala Belgrade Photo Month napravili su
selekciju fotografija koje su predstavljene
28. marta u UK Stari grad povodom otvaranja festivala.
Belgrade Photo Month ima za cilj povezivanje šire publike sa fotografijom, promovisanje fotografskog stvaralaštva, povezivanje i omogućavanje saradnje na
globalnom nivou.
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GENERACIJE KOJE MENJAJU SVET.
„Ovogodišnji pobednici konkursa ‘Novi
talenti 2019’ doprinose razumevanju
određenih tema koje su globalno goruće
važne: ekoloških, političkih, odnosa privatno-javnih, odnosno tema seksualnosti. Primećuje se da mladi naraštaji uviđaju moć fotografije da kritički ukaže na
probleme današnjice uz precizno poznavanje žanrovskih potencijala i formi fotografskog izraza u iskazivanju stava i analizi društvenih fenomena“, Maida Gruden
– urednik likovnog programa Doma kulture Studentski grad, Beograd.

DEBBIE SHOONE

Z

a ljubitelje kulture i fotografije, početak proleća zabeležiće
Beogradski mesec fotografije od 28. marta do 25. aprila
2019. godine.
Svečano otvaranje festivala bilo je 28.
marta u galeriji UK Stari grad. Festival je
otvoren izložbom „Novi talenti 2019“.
Ovo je četvrto izdanje našeg konkursa
„Novi talenti“, ponovo uz podršku Nikon Srbija koji je sa nama od prve godine festivala.
Naš četvoročlani žiri čine: Marina Paulenka – osnivač i umetnički direktor međunarodnog festivala fotografije „Organ
vida“, Miroslav Karić – istoričar umetnosti,
Maida Gruden – urednik likovnog programa u Domu kulture Studentski grad u Beogradu, i Evita Goze – pisac, kustos, menadžer u galeriji ISSP.
Ove godine u okviru konkursa „Novi talenti“ imali smo 94 prijave iz 40 različitih
zemalja koje su zadovoljavale uslove konkursa. Najviše prijava smo imali iz Srbije,
Španije, Brazila, SAD i Indije. Od 10 finalista, na otvaranju predstavićemo vam tri
pobednika konkursa.

Blic

31/3/2019 La Nueva España

23/3/2019 Informer

21/4/2019 Večernje novosti

21/4/2019 Kurir

RECOMMENDATIONS

Belgrade Photo Month is a place of exchange! Be it with Belgrade citizens, be it with international or Serbian
artists. For me it was a place to get in touch with so many, a place of exchange – an exchange which also
reaches over the EU borders. This is not self-evident but here it happened. Of course it was a perfect fit to
show ›Europastrasse‹ at the festival, since it is a project which exactly addresses trans-european topics.
Congratulations to this very well curated festival!
Otto Hainzl
Photographer

I loved Belgrade Photo Month!!
After spending so many years abroad, I am really happy to rediscover France, Europe, and its surrounding
countries. The festival was quite amazing as it was an opportunity to discover some new work, in a new
place (wonderful wonderful city of Belgrade) and show my work to a new part of the world.
It’s a great international festival that promotes the work of local and international artists. I particularly
appreciated the warmth and dedication of the whole BPM crew who all worked very hard to make
everything happen. There is also an amazing effort to create exhibitions that matter in spaces that make
sense and are coherent. Every single thing in that festival is made out of passion and conviction. Everyday,
there is at least one new opening. It’s pulsating non-stop. David really cares about the photographers he
invites, makes sure that they are there to represent the work, and really creates a lively event through the
whole city for an entire month- from a cinema, to a small gallery, from a fancy gallery, to a squat on the
other part of town. It’s open to everyone and accessible to all – that is what the real beauty of it is. This is
how culture should always be. The choice of works is quite diversified and there are enough choices for all
kinds of tastes.
To me, this festival was one of the best experiences, especially on a human level. It was not just a way
to show my work, but to really have a sharing experience in a quite unique place and make meaningful
encounters.
Long live to BPM!
Julie Glassberg
Photographer

Winning the first prize in the New Talents open call was an amazing experience for me. David and the
Dutch Embassy made it possible for me to visit Belgrade and attend the opening. Everything about the
festival was organized really well, and because the exhibitions are held across the city, I’ve been to a lot of
places where you do not normally come. Also, the exhibitions were diverse, which I find really inspiring.
The best of all this was to meet a lot of new people from the local community and photographers from all
across Europe! Hopefully we meet again soon.
Debbie Schoone
Photographer
The BPM festival was fantastic !!
An amazing program, varied and international. The organization was impressive as where the different
galleries and art spaces. Many many great artists, images and new friendships. I am honored to have taken
part in such a important event.
With LOvE anD AnarCHy,
Raul Diaz
Photographer
In today’s world, when “photography matters as art as never before” (M. Fried, 2008), a photo festival is an
essential event for any modern city striving to make a name for itself on the global map of cultural centers.
David Pujadó, with his team of dedicated and passionate photography aficionados, are alchemists, who
have managed to create, maintain and grow Belgrade Photo Month, with modest resources, into a superb
festival of international caliber. I have no doubts that the next edition will raise the bar even higher.
Siniša Vlajković
Photographer and independent curator, sinisavlajkovic.com
The Belgrade Photo Month is essential to generate cultural habits in Serbia and to promote photography
in Belgrade, a city to discover with very friendly people.
Cláudio Garrudo
Cultural producer, editor and photographer

For me, as an Austrian artist who is interested in historic connections, it was a very valid experience to be
part of the Belgrade Photo Month. Not only was it great to see the local photo and arts community but to
engage my work and thinking with Serbia, its history, and the relations to the neighbouring countries –
including my own.
As the festival is really spread across the city and in very diverse venues it actually forced me to investigate
geographically into the city and that was fantastic. As a participant I was very well taken care of and I will
try to come back as a visitor for the next edition.
Lukas Birk
Photographer, www.lukasbirk.com
Belgrade Photo Month is a unique international event. The atmosphere of the city and the festival made a
great impression on me.
For a month, we could see many great exhibitions. I liked the varied nature of the presented photographs.
Starting from new trends to classic photography. I found interesting the exhibitions referring - with the
help of photos - to other fields of art such as, for example, music, or referring to the history and culture of
Serbia or former Yugoslavia.
The number of exhibitions, meetings, presentations, and photo workshops was impressive. It was very nice
to see the passion and professionalism of the festival organization. The director David Pujado, the whole
team of Belgrade Photo Month and Pro3or Gallery were very helpful and I am very pleased with how they
prepared my exhibition.
It is an excellent festival, which enables us to see interesting exhibitions, learn about the culture and history
of beautiful Belgrade. And above all, it is also the opportunity to meet great people and outstanding
photographers.
I am very grateful for the invitation to the festival and the realization of my exhibition; I will definitely want
to visit Belgrade Photo Month in the next editions.
Marcin Ryczek
Photographer, www.marcinryczek.com

Dear Ms. Tibbon,
I am writing you from Belgrade, Republic of Serbia.
Rumi said: “What you seek is seeking you.”
I don’t know if you believe in coincidence, or nothing is accidental, but…
Recently, while I walked with my dog on Kalemegdan, I saw your black and white photos of Lalibela.
I’ve never heard anything about you and your work, or Lalibela, so.. I can’t find the right words to describe
the impression in my soul while I watched those photos u made.
it was like an earthquake in me – why?, I can’t explain.
They (photos) are beautiful, deep, mysterious, sad and so true.. I’m really happy to discover you!.. and part
of the world I did not know exist.
I thought to myself, how the eye of the beholder, your eyes, is not yours, but the Force (God) is looking
through you, showing us what we don’t or can’t see… and everyone is looking for something, and there
are no unbelievers.
Thank u beautiful women, u remind me of Sarah Connor (not the singer) :) - a strong and independent
woman who tries for itself and for others to understand the essence of life through your lens.
Thank you for coming to Serbia, to a small nation and a small country, just like Israel, martyrize for so many
centuries. We share the same pain, and where is great pain, there are great souls.
Whatever you believe in, I wish long life and love always accompany you, and never leave you.
God bless you, and lot of love from me to you.
Aleksandra
Visitor to exhibition
For such a city in the Balkans, to have a photo-festival of this kind is very important for its cultural scene
with a huge tradition in arts. The program brings a very wide choice of proposals and paths in several art
spaces, this is also a great opportunity for those who want to discover (again) the city. Belgrade photo
month is also an opportunity to meet really great people, curators, artists of course, but also the public
always keen to discover more.
As Art Director of the Quinzaine SHOOT! in Chamonix, I would love to make the jumelage between the
cities become reality.
Laure Maugeais
Photographer and Art Director

I have participated in the first two editions of Belgrade Photomonth with “What’s this Book” (2016),
“Uncensored Books” (2017), and “H.said he loved us” (2017), three curatorial projects related to photography
and photobooks. In this sense, I have seen the Festival since its birth and very first steps.
Belgrade Photo Month has had a decisive impact on the cultural life of Belgrade. More to this, it is a Festival
with a challenging program open to new formats and means of expressions. It works as platform for all of
us, photographers and professionals from all over the world, to develop contents. But most importantly,
it provides us with the opportunity to reach new audiences outside the confinements of the established
international photography scene and a thriving community of photographers that has a lot to contribute
to the photography scene both in Belgrade and abroad.
Natasha Christia
Curator, www.natashachristia.com
Although I participated as an exhibitor in the Belgrade Photo Month, I must point out that the real significance
of this manifestation is felt as a photographer and follower of cultural events. It is truly a fantastic feeling when
for one month at every step you can see photography exhibitions, follow workshops and lectures, or review
portfolios! However, what is especially important is that many of these developments represent a new and
different approach to photography, offering new ways of viewing a photo and inspiring photographers to
take more inventive approaches to their work. Because of this, but also because of the wonderful gatherings
throughout the festival that create opportunities to meet like-minded photography enthusiasts and the
professionals who deal with it, I think that the Belgrade Photo Month is one of the most beautiful things that
has happened to the Belgrade photography scene, and furthermore the city’s cultural scene.
Aleksandra Leković
Photographer
What Belgrade photo month makes so seductive is dynamism of the program. Dynamism not because of
the relevant art content and diverse artists and poetics that the festival promotes, but also because of the
usage of so many city gallery spaces, which directly activates people and brings city to life.
Belgrade deserved long time ago, to, with quality projects like this one, get closer to other European
capitals. By supporting this project we are not supporting only David and the team of the festival, we are
supporting the idea that the world should be part of the Belgrade, and Belgrade part of the world.
Deyan Clement
Photographer, www.deyanclement.net

Finally, Belgrade is part of the EU.
Nowadays, a country that wishes to be considered with respect and be powerful on the international level has to
have a PHOTO FESTIVAL.
This year is the second edition of the Belgrade Photo Festival. Second edition... a toddler of a festival. But. Let us
have a look at the program. Around fifty (50,00) exhibitions. Workshops. Conferences, lectures, talks. A photo
market. Plus projection of movies such as Alice in the Cities, Persona, Z, and of course Blow up and Profession
Reporter. Impossible to quote all of the many exhibitions, conferences, etc... because there is around a hundred
(100) events related to photography during the time of the festival, one month, April.Check the catalogue,
because there is a catalogue. A real one, with pages.
Why is it so important that a city like Belgrade has a festival of this importance and quality. Belgrade is in the
Balkans. We know students, young photographers, mid-age photographers, old photographers, do not all have
the possibility to go to the Rencontres d’Arles, PhotoEspaña, Fotofest Houston festival... Creating a festival of
such a scale and scope allows not only the local public to enjoy it but also the neighbouring countries. Running
a workshop these days with students and young photographers, I can see the high level of education as well
as the creative potential these young people bear within themselves as well as the works that should be seen
on the international scene. Young people who are hungry for seeing photography not only on internet but in
exhibitions, real prints, the impact of a curator’s work, meet and exchange with people related to photography
during all of these many events.
Let us not forget these very days are special in Belgrade. Every day at 6 p.m. starts a pacific demonstration, a
massive demonstration. So the programme of the Belgrade Photo Month has to adapt to the local life and
schedule, and to the reality of the present time.
By the way, how does a festival see the light, how does a festival become international already for its second edition?
One man, passionate, do we have to say it, crazy, do we have to mention it, lovely crazy, of course, fell in love with
this city. To prove his love, he built a palace in the middle of desert. Coming from a country where some spend
their time tilting at windmills, David Pujado, the pioneer, the creator, the director of the Belgrade Photo Month,
made a dream come true as well as he filled in a gap. He is a survivor because he knows how to fight windmills.
And there are many more windmills than one could think, all around. Therefore we must hope and believe that
David Pujado will be concretely supported on all levels, in this pioneering adventure to give the festival long life.
People, be aware that the palace David Pujado is building is not for granted. Yet, we are sure, David Pujado, already
known in this part of the world as David Pužadović, will never forget that his compadre, Don Quixote, said:
“No limits, but the sky.”
Klavdij Sluban
Photographer, www.sluban.com

I thoroughly enjoyed attending and exhibiting my work in this year’s Belgrade Photo Month, a festival
which although is at its early stages, it is extremely well organized. Belgrade is currently going through an
exciting cultural boom so it was a pleasure to have the opportunity to get to know the photo community
here. I look forward to coming back in the near future.
Rubén Salgado Escudero
Photographer, www.rubensalgado.com

In April 2016 the Belgrade Photo Month will be held for the first time. From my personal experience as
Managing Director of Eyes On – Month of Photography Wienna I can say that over the years such an event
will evolve a huge interest from participating photographers and artists as well as from the local audience.
European Month of Photography (EMoP) is a network established by the Cities of Berlin, Paris and Vienna
in 2004, which today represents photography festivals in eight European capitals. One of the main goals
of this network is to develop a common exhibition every two years, usually including artists from the
respective countries. So far five such exhibitions have been produced and presented under the patronage
of the Mayors in the frame of each cities festival.
We encourage public and private institutions to support this great project, and look forward to welcome
Belgrade as a new member of EMoP in the near future.
Sincerely,
Thomas Licek
Director of Eyes On – Month of Photography Wienna
and President of Association of European Month of Photography (EMoP)

Belgrade is still one of the most exciting destinations in the Balkan region, despite a decade of crisis that has
slowed down the development of the capital city. The specific energy present in this city attracts people from
all over the world, although the touristic potential is not used as much as it could be, particularly the specific
culture present in the city and the art scene. The very popular tourist destinations of the world realised a long
time ago that today’s tourist does not expect just good entertainment, but also quality cultural content that
leaves a deep mark in their personal experience and creates a long term relationship with the visited place.
As one of the youngest art disciplines photography is adaptable to all of the changes occurring within
society and technology, so today photography has become a widespread art discipline all over the world.
The use of the photograph is far beyond the sphere of art and has become an inevitable part of our everyday
life. First of all, photography attracts young people who are searching for their own form of expression
and positioning within the society in which they live. Also photography is a powerful medium for social
engagement, criticism and engaged thought generally.
Unfortunately, on the cultural scale in Serbia and Belgrade, photography is not considered to be on a high level
within the arts and still falls under the shadow of classic art such as music, painting, graphics and sculpture.
This festival of photography is a chance to determine and secure the position of photography in the cultural
scene of Belgrade and Serbia. This would direct the attention of both the local public and foreign visitors to this
interesting and dynamic medium, the transformation of which happens faster than in any other art discipline.
The festival of photography would engage numerous cultural institutions such as cultural centers, galleries,
schools, as well as individuals who will promote and advance photography: curators, critics, writers and
lecturers. Numerous artists, particularly the younger generation, will get a chance to show their work in
public locations, while already established artists will secure a high level of quality as would be expected
from such a festival. The specificity of the region in which we live, with the frequent collision of cultures
during historical turmoil, leaves a deep mark on artistic production and photographers are no exception to
this influence.
Because of globalisation, authenticity has become exclusive; the hunger for specific cultural expression
is increasing. On one hand, the isolation of Belgrade from the cultural world scene is very bad because
it disables the development of an art market, but on the other hand it helps to keeps the authentic art
expression of this region. Belgrade Photo Month will enable the coherence of this specific expression and
its representation to the region generally. This could produce the photographic market necessary for this
region.
Ivana Tomanović MA
Associate Professor AUNS and ReFoto magazine executive editor

The need for a festival like this is a cultural rising of urban society, with visual and art awareness in Serbia
being at a low level. This is partly due to photography, possibly the the richest art discipline of the 21st
century, being almost invisible in the context of art in schools and not to mention its value in terms of a
national treasure!
Đorđe Odanović
Professor at the Academy of Arts, Novi Sad

Belgrade Photo Month is a festival that would gather together a large number of photographers and
photography enthusiasts. Nowadays, when technology is very much developed and has become
accessible to almost everyone, more and more people are engaging in photography. Everyday life is being
documented with photography, from the capturing of an interesting moment with a mobile phone, to
very serious artistic photographs.
For this reason, I think that it is necessary to organise a festival like this and to raise the awareness of
photography to a higher level. Photography is not just a memory from vacations or family celebrations; it
is a document of the times in which we are living. It appears in seconds but remains as a document of time,
whose detail in the corner can initiate an avalanche of ideas and information.
This media itself is the most compact and fastest way for the transfer of information, presenting the most
details about the material, motif, emotions of the subject and of the author as well. Because of modern
technology a large number of photographs are presented to us on a daily basis, that is why it is necessary
to educate a person to read the image, select and create their personal criterion.
Organising photography workshops gives a chance for the exchange of experiences and ideas, cooperation
among young photographers, an opportunity to learn something new and to experiment using old
techniques in a new and creative way.
Nebojša Babić
Photographer, Director of O3one gallery,
member of ULUPUDS, USUF, PPof-E i SAM

In a relatively short time, the Bartcelona Concept Gallery, located within Belgrade Design District in
Čumićevo Sokače, has become a notable exhibition space and meeting place for photographers and
artists. Bartcelona presents a multitude of local and foreign artists which are, within the carefully designed
selection and presentation of exhibited photos, refreshing the local photography scene.
With his professional manner in running the gallery and his enthusiasm for photography, David Pujado has
become the guarantee for quality and original exhibitions at Bartcelona Concept Gallery.
I regularly recommend my colleagues, students and friends to visit and see the photography exhibitions at
this small and already well known Belgrade gallery.
The idea of David Pujado being able to organise the Belgrade Photo Month seemed almost impossible due
the local cultural conditions. However, he has devoted himself to the job consistently and systematically,
gathering more and more supporters for this idea along the way. Personally, I will gladly support the team
preparing Belgrade Photo Month and I hope that a number of institutions will also support the festival and
help to organise and realise this festival of photography in our city.
Dragan Pavlović DOC, MA
Photographer, member of ULUPUDS and
lecturer at Singidunum University for media and communications
Over twenty years ago started one of the most dynamic and productive periods in the development and
history of photography. This is noticeable not only in the presence of photography in the press and media,
but above all in intensive art production, numerous exhibitions, photography galleries, artists with different
approaches, lectures, seminars, conferences and the appearance of new views on photography. The first
festival of photography was launched in April, 45 years ago, as a meeting place for photographers and
enthusiasts. At the beginning of the Seventies in the 20th century, another important international photo
festival was established, Paris Photo. Today there is more than one hundred photo festivals worldwide,
confirmation of the important role for this media in art, culture and society nowadays.
Apart from Festival Photonic Moment held in Slovenia, only a few small photography festivals exist in Serbia
and the Balkan region. Belgrade Photo Month will be the first large festival to be staged here. The main goal of
the festival is a validation of photography with analysis, consideration, presentation of photography, artists of
different generations and actual production techniques. At the same time, the festival aims to present various
national photographic and art scenes to an international audience and vice versa. By including photographers,
artists, curators, art historians & theoreticians, media, as well as art, cultural and other public institutions in the
city, Belgrade Photo Month can contribute not only to the contemporary history of photography, but also to the
art and cultural scene in Serbia and beyond.
Jelena Matić, MA
Art and media theoretician and art historian

